March 29, 2018

AnnaLou Tirol
Acting Chief, Public Integrity Section
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001

Andrew Vale
Assistant Director in Charge
FBI Washington Field Office
601 4th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20535

Re: Request for Investigation of SCL Elections Ltd., Cambridge Analytica LLC, Alexander Nix, unknown foreign nationals, Stephen Bannon, John Bolton Super PAC, and Donald J. Trump for President, Inc.

Dear Acting Chief Tirol and Assistant Director Vale:

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (“CREW”) and Democracy 21 respectfully request that the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) investigate whether SCL Elections Ltd., Cambridge Analytica LLC, Alexander Nix, Stephen Bannon and an unknown party or parties criminally violated the Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”) by directly or indirectly participating in the decision-making process of the John Bolton Super PAC and Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., both federal political committees, in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30121(a)(1) and 11 C.F.R. § 110.20(i). We further request that you investigate whether Stephen Bannon, the John Bolton Super PAC, and Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., conspired with or aided and abetted SCL Elections Ltd., Cambridge Analytica LLC, Alexander Nix, Stephen Bannon, and unknown other parties to violate 52 U.S.C. § 30121(a)(1) and 11 C.F.R. § 110.20(i).

The law prohibits foreign nationals from participating, directly or indirectly, in elections in the United States. That prohibition covers not only the making of financial contributions, but also any foreign national’s direct or indirect participation in the decision-making process of any person with respect to its federal or non-federal election-related activities. Nevertheless, SCL Elections Ltd., a corporation based in the United Kingdom; Alexander Nix, a British national, through his work as manager at Cambridge Analytica, a company in which Stephen Bannon was a manager and director; and an unknown number of foreign nationals working with either corporation directly or indirectly participated in the decision-making process of John Bolton Super PAC, a registered political committee with the FEC, starting in as early as 2014, and appear to have played a similar role in the presidential campaign of Donald J. Trump.

Factual Background

SCL Elections Ltd. is a United Kingdom limited company and a minority owner of Cambridge
Analytica LLC. As a United Kingdom limited company, SCL Elections Ltd. is a foreign national as that term is defined by the FECA and FEC regulations. Cambridge Analytica LLC (“CA”) is a Delaware limited liability company partially owned by SCL Elections Ltd. Stephen Bannon co-founded Cambridge Analytica LLC, served on its board of directors from its founding in 2013 until August of 2016, and served as its vice-president from June 2014 until August of 2016. Alexander Nix is a citizen of the United Kingdom, a director of SCL Elections Ltd. and a common manager of Cambridge Analytica LLC. As a citizen of the United Kingdom, Mr. Nix is a foreign national as that term is defined by FECA and FEC regulations. John Bolton Super PAC is an independent expenditure-only committee (“super PAC”) established on March 8, 2013 under the name Bolton for America Super PAC. Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. was the principal campaign committee of President Donald Trump during the 2016 election cycle.

On July 7, 2014, the John Bolton Super PAC paid Cambridge Analytica $25,000 for “research.” According to Christopher Wylie, a former employee of SCL Elections Ltd., the John Bolton Super PAC hired Cambridge Analytica LLC and SCL Elections Ltd. in the summer of 2014 “to provide microtargeting and boost the super PAC’s advocacy on national security issues, according to a copy of the signed contract Wylie provided to the Post.” Cambridge Analytica LLC and SCL Elections Ltd. established three goals for the John Bolton Super PAC and John Bolton personally: to help the John Bolton Super PAC “elect Republican Senate candidates in Arkansas, North Carolina and New Hampshire; to raise the issue of national security; and to boost Bolton’s profile, according to a memo obtained by the Post from [a] former Cambridge Analytica employee.” To achieve these goals, Cambridge Analytica LLC and SCL Elections Ltd. were contracted to work with the staff of the John Bolton Super PAC “to craft and deploy a communications program in the target states,” according to the contract between Cambridge Analytica LLC, SCL Elections Ltd. and the John Bolton Super PAC. According to the memorandum provided to the Post, the John Bolton Super PAC “made use of significant input from SCL on messaging and target audiences.”
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On July 22, 2014—two weeks after the John Bolton Super PAC made its initial payment to Cambridge Analytica LLC—Laurence Levy, a partner in the law firm of Bracewell & Giuliani, sent a confidential legal memorandum to Stephen Bannon and Alexander Nix, among others, in their capacities as managers of Cambridge Analytica LLC. The memo advised them on the steps that they would have to take to comply with the prohibition on foreign national participation in United States elections while providing services to the John Bolton Super PAC and other federal political committees. Mr. Levy explained the broad scope of the prohibition on foreign national participation in decisions involving election-related activities by federal political committees established by 52 U.S.C. § 30121 and 11 C.F.R. § 110.20(i). In light of this prohibition, Mr. Levy advised the managers that “because Cambridge is currently being managed day to day by Mr. Nix, in order for Cambridge to engage in such activities Mr. Nix would first have to be recused from substantive management of any such clients involved in U.S. elections, and could only participate in ministerial functions, which would include overseeing billings, resource allocation within the company, etc.” Mr. Levy then advised the managers that “[f]oreign nationals may work in a U.S. political campaign, but may not play strategic roles including the giving of strategic advice to candidates, political parties, or independent expenditure committees.” “[F]oreign nationals may act as functionaries that collect and process data,” he added, “but the final analysis of said data should be conducted by U.S. citizens and conveyed to any U.S. client by such citizens. If the foreign nationals were to conduct the analysis it could support a claim of indirectly participating in the decision to spend federal campaign funds.” “To the extent you are aware of foreign nationals providing services, including polling and marketing, it would appear that unless it is being done through U.S. citizens, or foreign nationals with green cards, the activity would violate the law.” With regard to embedding foreign nationals in U.S. political committees, Mr. Levy advised the managers that the “history of prohibiting foreign national’s involvement in U.S. campaigns . . . clearly distinguishes between citizens, and those with a green card, versus all others, broadly classified as foreign nationals. Therefore, the possession of an H1 visa or student visa is of no moment for this analysis.”

SCL Elections Ltd., Cambridge Analytica LLC, Stephen Bannon, and Alexander Nix ignored the legal advice provided by Bracewell & Giuliani while participating in election-related activities for the John Bolton Super PAC. “Employees working for Cambridge Analytica in the US at the time claimed that rather than tackling the problem, management appeared to ignore it.”
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Cambridge Analytica’s directors, Rebekah Mercer,] told a fairly stunned group meeting that it wasn’t allowed,” said one non-American employee who was based in the US at the time. “I’m not sure what, if anything, CA did to act on that knowledge.” Two employees confirmed that they were still answering ultimately to Nix throughout the mid-term election campaigns that ended in November 2014. In total, more than a dozen foreigners, including Britons and Canadians, filled strategic roles in campaigns across the US. The Guardian also reported that: “It is understood that some were working on tourist visas. Another ex-employee claimed that they had been provided with letters to give to US border control officials where needed, stating that they would not be working there.”

“‘There were no briefings on the kind of work that non-US citizens should avoid, or warnings about the legal risks. ‘CA was sloppy and didn’t care about its staff,’ said the first employee.” Separately, a former employee told The New Yorker “I make no distinction between S.C.L. and Cambridge Analytica, because nor does the company,” the employee said. ‘People sit together. You have both e-mails, depending which country you are writing to.’”

Another former employee noted that “[t]he ranks of company campaign workers included a ‘small handful of U.S. citizens’ but dozens of foreign workers.” One former employee explained: “We knew that everything was not above board, but we weren’t too concerned about it,” said one of the former Cambridge Analytica workers, who spent several months in the United States working on Republican campaigns. ‘It was the Wild West. That’s certainly how they carried on in 2014.”

Foreign nationals, including Christopher Wylie, were involved in providing strategic advice to the John Bolton Super PAC regarding the independent expenditures the super PAC made to support the election of several federal candidates, including Thom Tillis in North Carolina. “Chris Wylie, a 28-year-old Canadian who ran messaging for Cambridge out of its London office in 2014, said he worked on all the company’s U.S. political campaigns in 2014, ‘and stopped at most of them, like Thom Tillis’s campaign.’ Tillis ran for and won a U.S. Senate seat in North Carolina in 2014.” Wylie said that many foreign nationals worked on the campaigns, and many were embedded in the campaigns around the U.S. ‘It was not just me,’ he said. ‘Like 20 other people were. We had Canadians, British, Eastern Europeans, Lithuanians, Germans, Romanians, Greeks.’ Most importantly, Wylie said that foreign nationals were participating in the decisions that U.S. political committees, including the John Bolton Super PAC, made with regard to how the political committees made campaign expenditures. “We weren’t just working on messaging. We were instructing campaigns on which messages go where and to who.”

Separately, Wylie said “that he was part of multiple conference calls in 2014 with Bannon and Nix, a Briton, in which
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strategic campaign matters were discussed.”34 “Wylie said that Bannon … was deeply involved in [CA’s] strategy and approved spending nearly $1 million to acquire data, including Facebook profiles, in 2014. ‘We had to get Bannon to approve everything at this point. Bannon was Alexander Nix’s boss,’ said Wylie.”35

On August 17, 2016, Bannon was appointed chief executive of then-candidate Trump’s official campaign organization, Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. 36 The campaign’s spending records indicate that it paid Cambridge Analytica nearly $6 million during 2016 for “data management” or “data management services”; all but $100,000 of that was disbursed after Bannon joined the campaign, including a single $5,000,000 disbursement on September 1, two weeks after he was hired.37 This disbursement apparently represented a “purchase of television ads” that “aired on cable channels in Washington, D.C.” that Cambridge Analytica “targeted.”38 Nix also “said the firm had conducted tens of thousands of polls for Mr. Trump, helping guide his message and identify issues that mattered to voters.”39 Campaign staff said that Cambridge Analytica “provid[ed] personnel who worked alongside other analytics vendors on some early digital advertising” and “helped set up Mr. Trump’s polling operation and build turnout models used to guide the candidate’s spending and travel schedule.”40 Speaking to an undercover reporter, Nix described the company’s work for the Trump campaign in broad terms: “We did all the research, all the data, all the analytics, all the targeting, we ran all the digital campaign, the television campaign, and our data informed all the strategy.”41

**Violations**

The FECA prohibits foreign nationals from making contributions or expenditures in connection with a Federal, State or local election.42 FEC regulations and advisory opinions interpret this prohibition broadly as prohibiting a foreign national from “directly or indirectly participat[ing] in the decision-making process of any . . . political committee . . . with regard to that [committee’s] Federal or non-Federal election-related activities, such as decisions concerning the making of contributions, donations, expenditures, or disbursements in connection with elections for any Federal, State, or local office or decisions concerning the administration of a political committee.”43 Moreover, this FEC regulation prohibits foreign nationals from merely “taking part in decisions about contributions and donations to any Federal, State, or local candidates or to, or by, any political committees or organizations, and in decisions
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about expenditures and disbursements made in support of, or in opposition to, such candidates, political committees or political organizations.” 44 The FECA provides that a violation of the statute is criminal if “[a]ny person . . . knowingly and willfully commits a violation of any provision of this Act which involves the making, receiving, or reporting of any contribution, donation, or expenditure.” 45 Finally, it is unlawful to aid and abet another in the commission of a crime and to conspire with another to commit a federal offense or to defraud a United States agency, including the Federal Election Commission. 46

Conclusion

CREW and Democracy 21 respectfully request DOJ and the FBI immediately commence an investigation into this matter and take appropriate action.

Sincerely,

/s/ Noah Bookbinder
Noah Bookbinder
Executive Director
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington

/s/ Fred Wertheimer
Fred Wertheimer
President
Democracy 21
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